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Executive Summary 

No one has missed the telecom industry’s big hope that Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (AI) will come 
to the rescue and improve the current level of service assurance in the service provider domain. 

Service assurance systems are promising everything from real-time service health information, inferred 
from low-level resource event data, to digital customer service assistants. This white paper assesses the 
realism and viability of such approaches. 

We start by defining service assurance itself and by describing the types of service assurance systems 
available on the market today, in terms of what questions they can answer and what kinds of data they 
provide. Next, taking a strictly fact-based and neutral, engineering view of the topic, we look into what 
may be possible with Big Data and AI and what is not realistic – in terms of cost as well as resources. 

There are two success criteria for any Big Data or AI project: 

1.   We must formulate the specific questions we want answered. The technology will not magically 
procure comprehensive answers to unarticulated questions. 

“There seems to be a misconception that Machine Learning, like Big Data, is a case of 
throwing enough data at the problem that the answers magically appear.” [2] 

2.   We need relevant and high-quality data as input. It is a common misunderstanding that a large 
quantity of data (of unspecified quality) is more important than a small amount of high-quality data. 

“Access to and availability of high-quality data is paramount. The quality of the data has 
a detrimental impact in terms of project outcomes.” [1] 

We therefore discuss what questions should be answered by service assurance systems and what kinds 
of data we can pull from the network as input to provide these answers. We also summarize the roles of 
Big Data and AI in the context of service assurance. 

Finally, we introduce the missing piece in service assurance today: active testing and monitoring. Active 
testing and monitoring addresses the question: “Are we meeting the level of service quality we 
promised?” We describe how this activity complements the data landscape derived from the service 
assurance stack with precisely the kind of pertinent and high-quality data that is missing. 

We close the white paper with a brief look at some of the relevant results from a recent NFV Service 
Assurance and Analytics research study and survey completed by Heavy Reading in October 2017 [8]. The 
findings of the survey and the industry’s views on what is needed to satisfy the fundamental goals of 
service assurance are discussed in relation to the research and findings of this white paper.  

Key Findings 
 

1.   The industry’s expectations on Big Data and AI should be lowered to a more realistic level. These 
technologies will not provide a panacea or “free lunch solution” for all service assurance challenges.  

2.   As Big Data and AI rely on relevant and high-quality data input, we cannot simply feed massive 
amounts of low-level data into service assurance systems and receive satisfactory answers to the 
fundamental service assurance questions. With current systems, it is very difficult to obtain high 
quality service-related data on network services using traditional infrastructure-centric assurance 
tools or Big Data and other AI technologies.  

3.   Data from active testing and monitoring can provide detailed, real-time service KPIs (referred to as 
“Small Data” in this paper). These KPIs provide great value by themselves, but they are also enablers 
for the successful application of Big Data and AI. 
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1   What Is Service Assurance? 

1.1   Definition of Service Assurance 

To lay the groundwork for this white paper, we must begin by defining exactly what we mean by service 
assurance in telecommunications. 

The following is a thorough definition of service assurance that also accurately reflects the fundamental 
tasks that service assurance aims to accomplish: 

Service assurance, in telecommunications, is the application of policies and processes 
by a Communications Service Provider (CSP) to ensure that services offered over 
networks meet a predefined service quality level for an optimal subscriber experience. 

The practice of service assurance enables CSPs to identify faults in the network and 
resolve these issues in a timely manner so as to minimize service downtime. The 
practice also includes policies and processes to proactively pinpoint, diagnose and 
resolve service quality degradations or device malfunctions before subscribers are 
impacted. [15] 

Let us elaborate on the italicized items here to further explain the service assurance concept. 

§   Meet a predefined service quality level: This means that we must be able to measure and report on 
service KPIs in order to accurately measure network service quality from the end user, or customer, 
perspective. The KPIs should correspond to the service that the customer is paying for. For example, 
internet access services should measure network KPIs like loss, latency, jitter, and DNS and HTTP 
response times; a storage backup service should measure data throughput rate; IPTV should 
measure video frame loss, video buffer underrun events and channel zapping time; and VoIP should 
measure Mean Opinion Score (MOS). 

§   Identify faults: Alarms and fault management are what most people think of when hearing the term 
service assurance. Classical service assurance systems do fall into this category, as they collect 
indicators from network devices (such as traps and syslog messages) and try to pinpoint faulty 
devices and interfaces that need fixing. 

§   Resolve issues: Problem resolution is mostly manual in today’s assurance systems. Ticketing 
systems are used to keep track of manual resolution processes, but they do not initiate or perform 
the actual network troubleshooting. Very little automation is in place for actually resolving the 
problem. 

§   Minimize service downtime; proactively … resolve quality degradations before subscribers are 
impacted: This is still in its infancy. Most problems that directly affect the end-to-end service a 
customer is using are reported by the customers themselves and not by the assurance systems. A 
true service assurance system should be able to proactively identify service degradations and initiate 
and support the resolution of problems. 

Some of our favorite (or most frightening) statistics on customer dissatisfaction and churn can be 
found in a QoS and QoE management study ([16], p. xiv): 

§   Around 82% of churn is due to frustration with the service and the inability of the service 
provider to deal with problems effectively. 

§   On average, each frustrated customer will tell 13 other people about their bad experience. 

§   For every customer who calls with a problem, there are another 29 who will never call. 
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§   Approximately 90% of customers will not call before defecting – they will simply leave when they 
become dissatisfied. 

1.2   Current Service Assurance Practices 

Service assurance systems today come in a variety of flavors and play a number of roles in traditional as 
well as in modern networks. It is important to define these roles and illustrate the common problems 
that each of these systems solves. 

An overview of current service assurance systems is given in Table 1 below. We characterize the 
systems by what questions they can answer, while also summarizing how each system works. 

Table 1 Service assurance systems 

System Answers the questions How it works 

Fault management Which devices are faulty? 

Which services might be 
impacted? 

§   Collects events, traps, and logs from the 
resources 

§   Filters and enriches alarms 

§   Groups and correlates alarms that refer to 
the same problem 

§   Identifies the root cause of problems that 
are directly related to devices 

§   Performs context lookup into other 
systems such as inventory systems 

Performance 
management 

Where do we have 
overutilization? 

§   Collects counters from physical and virtual 
resources 

§   Aggregates counters into KPIs, like 
network interface utilization and server 
load 

§   Provides historical views 

§   Performs forecasting 

§   Manages threshold definitions 

Passive probes What is the mix of protocols 
and services? 

Which events are occurring in 
my mobile packet core? 

§   Probes are installed in the network: they 
listen to messages on the control plane 
and look at customer traffic in the data 
plane 

Inventory system Which resources and services 
do we have? 

§   Manual processes to update 

§   Discovery of resources 

Trouble ticket system What is the next task to be 
performed? 

Has the problem been 
resolved? 

§   Tickets are created manually or 
automatically from alarms 

§   Operators change the state of tickets and 
dispatch to other roles 

1.3   Service Assurance Data 

To further define and differentiate the types of service assurance systems available today, we can 
categorize them by what kinds of data they ingest and what kinds of data they provide to users for 
further processing or decision-making. 
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Table 2 Data outputs of current service assurance systems 

System Source Kinds of data Context 

Fault management 
(FM) 

Management 
plane 

Alarms, lower level events, log 
items 

Device, server, application 

Performance 
management (PM) 

Management 
plane 

Resource performance counters, 
limited service counters 

Device, server, application, 
resource-oriented services 

Passive probes Control and data 
plane traffic 

Network traffic headers and 
payload 

Protocols, applications and 
content 

Inventory system Manual processes, 
discovery 

Static service and resource 
metadata 

Device, service 

Trouble ticket 
system 

Manual processes Ticket states and times Resolution process 

Table 2 shows that most of the data available to service assurance systems is resource-oriented and 
passive data collected from the management plane. Note that relevant service data is missing. 

2   Challenges with Current Service Assurance Practices 

With sections 1.2 and 1.3 on service assurance practices and data in mind, we can state to what extent 
current systems are able to achieve the goals mentioned in the definition of service assurance 
presented in section 1.1. Table 3 revisits these goals. 

Table 3 Goals of service assurance 

Goal Level of goal attainment Comment 

Meet a predefined 
service quality level 

Very limited Trouble ticket systems often have an SLA module 
measuring SLAs for the resolution process, but 
this covers manual problem resolution only, not 
the service KPIs that the customer cares about. 

Identify faults Acceptable, but faults are not 
well prioritized  

FM and PM systems identify faults, but faults are 
not prioritized by customer impact: Which 
customers are actually affected? Which are 
affected most severely? 

Resolve issues Very limited This is a purely manual process today. 

Proactively resolve 
quality degradations 
before subscribers are 
impacted 

Very limited FM and PM systems do not measure the service 
from a customer perspective. 

In conclusion, we can identify the predominant challenges with today’s service assurance solutions as 
follows: 

1.   An overwhelming amount of alarms that are not correctly prioritized or filtered. [18][19] 

2.   Alarms that are not prioritized by customer impact or service impact. Today’s service assurance 
solutions do not focus on the service view from a customer perspective, nor on how the SLAs are 
being met. 
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3.   Service assurance systems are not proactive enough – the data that is fed into assurance systems 
indicates degradations too late. In most cases, customers are experiencing and reporting faults 
rather than the service provider being alerted to them and finding them. A study by Forrester [7] 
found that 73% of problems are detected by customers first. 

3   What is Big Data? 

We now move on from service assurance systems to Big Data and AI. Chapters 3–5 define the key 
concepts, and chapter 6 then takes a look at the roles of Big Data and AI in the context of service 
assurance. 

A simplified definition of Big Data is: “tools for managing large amounts of data and applications for 
extracting value from that data.” [6] 

Further, the data processed must have certain characteristics in order for the enterprise to qualify as Big 
Data [13]. Simply and concisely put, data must: 

§   Be available in a large volume. 

§   Have variety in both data format and sources; this must be hard to match and transform across 
systems. 

§   Have high velocity: it must be generated at high speed from its sources, and it must also be 
processed at high speed. 

§   Be unstructured. 

These characteristics are challenging for relational database management systems. A fundamental 
difference between these and Big Data consists in how schemas are imposed on the data: 

In relational database systems, schemas are applied at write (Schema-On-Write). This means that the 
data must be normalized and, to a degree, interpreted when written to the database. This also means 
that the question you are trying to answer with the data cannot change. 

In Big Data, by contrast, schemas are applied at read (Schema-On-Read), so that the data can be 
repurposed and reused as often as needed. This approach gives greater flexibility. The Schema-on-Read 
paradigm emphasizes storing of data in a raw, unmodified format and applying a schema to the data as 
needed, typically while it is being read or processed. Multiple schemas can be applied to the same raw 
data to answer a variety of questions. 

4   Big Data Analytics and Big Data Science 

The data processing subsumed under the umbrella of Big Data can be divided into two layers [1]: 

§   Data Analytics is concerned with the collection and interpretation of data, typically with a focus on 
past and present statistics. 

§   Data Science focuses on the future by performing explorative analytics to provide recommendations 
based on models identified by past and present data. 

These layers are contrasted in the figure below. 
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Figure 1 Big Data analytics. Adapted from Ankam, V., Big Data Analytics [1]. 

Data Analytics is implemented through the use of query languages. A question is formulated, and a data 
scientist or developer then implements the functionality needed to search and aggregate the data in a 
logical way to arrive at the answer, assuming that the relevant data is available. There is no magic in this 
layer – a data scientist is needed to develop the query function. In the service assurance context, you 
could have several years of alarms and PM data in your Big Data lake and implement high-performing 

alarm analytics to effectively answer specific 
questions. 

Data Science adds Machine Learning 
(discussed in chapter 5) on top of the Big 
Data technology stack. Here we could, for 
example, use clustering to find related 
alarms, and we could then also use 
classification to train the system to prioritize 
the alarms. Clustering will be discussed 
further in later sections. 

In the service assurance context, you 
could have several years of alarms 
and PM data in your Big Data lake and 
implement high-performing alarm 
analytics to effectively answer specific 
questions. 
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5   What Are Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning? 

The final concepts we need to define are artificial intelligence (AI), Machine Learning, and Deep Learning. 
These three fields are related, as shown in the Venn diagram in Figure 2: 

 

Figure 2 AI, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning. Adapted from Nvidia blog [5]. 

Note the illustrations in this diagram. They depict some examples of AI applications: game playing, spam 
filters, and a popular one today, catching cats on the Internet, which we will revisit shortly. 

5.1   Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

Artificial intelligence is a broad term referring to software that mimics or outperforms the intelligence of 
humans. If you wanted to run a Turing test [17] for AI in service assurance, you could test whether you 
are able to tell if software or humans are managing the network. 

The definition of AI encompasses the terms Machine Learning and Deep Learning: “AI is the broadest 
term, applying to any technique that enables computers to mimic human intelligence, using logic, if-then 
rules, decision trees, and Machine Learning (including Deep Learning).” [11] 

Rule-based systems have long been used for alarm correlation, especially in Fault Management systems. 
However, the general consensus in the industry is that, so far, rule-based alarm correlation has not been 
very successful, largely due to the pain of rule maintenance. 

5.2   Machine Learning 

The focus of AI today is on Machine Learning, with Deep Learning as a subfield within it. In Machine 
Learning, there are no data scientists or developers writing rules. Rather, the system is trained based on 
a set of known data inputs and outputs. Machine Learning has been defined as the “field of study that 
gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed”. An example of this in the 
service assurance landscape would be training of a Fault Management system based on manually-set 
ticket priorities. [18] 
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An important distinction in the field of Machine Learning is that between supervised and unsupervised 
learning. Supervised learning means working with a set of known input and output objects in the 
training data. In unsupervised learning, you leave it to the algorithm to find patterns in the input. Note 
that there are no right or wrong findings in unsupervised learning: you simply run the algorithm and see 
what it comes up with. 

Some of the most common types of algorithms used for Machine Learning are given in Table 4 below. 

Table 4 Algorithms for Machine Learning 

Machine Learning algorithm category Examples of algorithms 

Classification predicts classes 

Example: Filtering out relevant alarms 

Supervised learning algorithms: 

§   Decision trees 

§   Bayes 

§   Support vector machine 

Regression tests predict a continuous 
target variable 

Example: Prediction of link utilization 

Supervised learning algorithms: 

§   Linear regression 

§   Logistic regression 

Clustering classifies inputs into categories 
by analyzing similarities among the inputs 

Example: Alarm grouping/correlation 

Unsupervised learning algorithms: 

§   K-means 

§   Gaussian 

§   Power iteration clustering 

5.3   Deep Learning 

Deep Learning should really be referred to as Deep Neural Networks, as that is what it is mostly about: 
the increased computing power available today allows us to build neural networks with a larger number 
of layers that are capable of modeling more complex relationships. With Big Data technology, we can 
now analyze much larger datasets as well. [3]  

The main factor distinguishing Deep Learning from Machine Learning is the data input, or features, fed 
into the algorithms. Features are the identifying characteristics or data points that are used to classify 
the cat from our previous example or the relevant alarm. With Machine Learning, the learning, or 
training, process is fed with features identified by a domain expert. In Deep Learning, the features are 
identified by the algorithm itself. This is still in its early days. The most famous example of a project in 
this realm was run by Google. In the project, they were able to identify cats in video clips without manual 
feature engineering. In other words, although the system was not trained to understand what a cat was, 
the Deep Learning algorithm derived the concept of cats based on the cat-like features the algorithm 
identified in the video clips. [3] 

6   How Does Service Assurance Data Relate to Big Data and AI? 

We are now done with our definitions and preliminaries, and we can start examining how Big Data and 
AI can be brought to bear on data output from today’s service assurance systems. 
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6.1   Service Assurance and Big Data 

Do our service assurance systems produce high-volume data that is both unstructured and complex, as 
required for Big Data according to chapter 3? As it turns out, there is no clear-cut “yes” or “no” answer to 
this question. 

On one hand, we can answer with a “no” if we consider the fact that structured data models exist for 
this service assurance data (like YANG models, MIBs, and XML schemas). Care is needed when measuring 
and collecting the required data for these models. 

On the other hand, we can answer to the question with a “yes” by reasoning as follows. We also have 
other data sources, like unstructured, bursty syslog entries, log files, and telemetry data from network 
devices. As the data volume grows with the network size and with the requirements on historical data, a 
“high” data volume can be reached. We might also want to add end user assurance data to the data 
lake: individual calls, text messages, and internet connections for every device. This source of 
information is relevant because it provides more insight into the service perspective, and it adds to the 
“unstructured” and “high volume” requirements for Big Data. This also goes hand in hand with the 
increased use of passive probes. Centrally located passive probes in the network can pick up signaling 
information for every connection and store it; this is one source of information that can be help us begin 
to understand service quality perception from an end user perspective. 

Now, at this point we should raise a small warning flag. The foundation for a successful Big Data or AI 
project is the availability of relevant, high-quality data. More data, on the other hand, does not equal 
better data. 

Managers should be skeptical about big data because they must trust the accuracy of 
convenience data and correlation analyses. More data does not mean more decision-
relevant or more meaningful data. [13] 

There are two things to sum up and consider here: 

§   We are missing relevant data for the services – we need new data sources that can feed in relevant 
service KPIs. In other words, we must look for the right data that provides direct answers to the 
questions that we are asking. We call this “Small Data”. 

§   We have low-quality data from the resources – we should put stronger requirements on devices to 
provide less data that is of higher quality and that yields better answers to the questions being 
asked. 

If we pay close attention to the input data requirements and apply Big Data Analytics (see chapter 4), 
there is potential to create some meaningful outputs. Service providers will need to combine data from 
many different vendors and systems into one large data lake in order to perform smarter analytics 
across domains. But this will not come for free, as Big Data technology is essentially a reporting system 
“on steroids”. In-house data analytics teams with software skills are still a prerequisite for successfully 
completing Big Data projects, as well as for ensuring that the input data requirements are adequately 
met. 

Another warning is in order here regarding the layer violation problem. Data analytics works well when 
input and output data belong to the same layer of abstraction: for example, when extracting relevant 
alarms from a huge set of alarms, or when predicting customer churn by looking at customer care calls. 
By contrast, using resource data to generate service KPIs and thereby capture customer service quality is 
a difficult task, because we are trying to create an accurate picture of a higher layer based on 
information from a lower layer. 
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In an ideal world you would receive data and put it straight into the system for 
processing. Then your favorite actor or actress would hand you your favorite drink 
and pat you on the back for a job well done. In the real world, data is messy, usually 
unclean, and error prone. [2] 

The preceding quote illustrates that obtaining the correct data inputs is not always a simple task. In order 
to successfully carry out your Big Data project, analytics specialists or data scientists are often needed to 
design a system that can provide inputs satisfying the requirements. 

And what about the second layer of Big Data, Data Science (again, refer to chapter 4)? How can we 
become more proactive and attempt to predict what will happen next on the basis of output from Big 
Data Analytics? This leads us to our next topic: applying AI to service assurance. 

6.2   Service Assurance and AI 

AI is becoming increasingly useful in answering questions related to alarms and other data provided by 
resource-centric FM and PM systems. Classification and clustering algorithms can be used to filter, group, 
correlate and prioritize alarms [18]. One of the enablers for the success of these algorithms is that they 
operate within one network layer, so that there are no layer violations. 

Norbert Kraft, in his work “Predictive Analytics in Telecommunication” [9], states that “[d]ata preparation, 
processing, enrichment is still the biggest problem.” It is very unlikely that service KPIs can be inferred 
from a data lake of raw device data, as the pertinent data required to answer service-level questions 
has not been added as input. AI algorithms need relevant training data sets, which are most often 
lacking. 

Within AI, a distinction is made between general AI and narrow AI. Narrow AI solves a specific task or 
problem, within a definitive context and with consistent input variables. General AI works more like a 
human, addressing multiple problems and able to react to different inputs and changing scenarios. 
Service assurance is so multi-faceted that any application of feasible narrow AI techniques will only solve 
a small piece of the service assurance puzzle. The more unpredictable nature of service assurance 
requires the flexibility of general AI. 

6.3   Summary of Service Assurance in Relation to Big Data and AI  

Let us return once more to the goals of service assurance stated in section 1.1 and assess to what extent 
current Big Data and AI techniques can help us attain these goals. We are here considering the 
application of these technologies to real-life networks in the very near future – say, next year –, not 
how Big Data and AI might assist us in a more distant future as technologies and algorithms improve. 

Table 5 Application of Big Data and AI to service assurance goals 

Goal Current ability of Big Data 
and AI to reach this goal 

Reasons 

Meet a predefined 
service quality level 

Very little support Lack of relevant input data for service quality. 
Layer violations also exist as resource-level 
data is used to infer upper-layer service quality 
output. 
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Goal Current ability of Big Data 
and AI to reach this goal 

Reasons 

Identify faults Good support Layer requirements for Big Data and AI are 
satisfied: input and output are in the same 
layer (the resource layer). Many Machine 
Learning algorithms, like classification and 
clustering, are well suited for this activity. The 
increase of input data from syslog and other 
passive sources requires Big Data processing 
techniques. 

Resolve issues Little support This is a very hard problem. General AI (rather 
than narrow AI) practices would be required 
due to the complexity and to the general, 
multi-faceted nature of service assurance itself. 

Proactively resolve 
quality degradations 
before subscribers are 
impacted 

Little support Data Science can help to address this goal to 
some degree, but the lack of relevant service-
level input data is a big problem. 

To sum up, there are large gaps in our current ability to reach service assurance goals. Without the 
required data inputs, we cannot utilize Big Data, AI, or Machine Learning technologies to begin solving 
our service assurance challenges. 

But are there ways to improve data quality? Can we obtain more relevant service-level data to meet our 
requirements? We will address these questions in the next chapter. 

7   How to Improve Data Quality? Meet Active Testing and Monitoring 

In Big Data and AI literature, we read time and time again that: 

§   Projects must start with a specific question to be answered. 

§   Relevant high-quality data must be available as a data input requirement. 

As noted in the preceding, with today’s service assurance system outputs we lack relevant service status 
data and service KPIs. We should also begin with the fundamental question: Are we meeting our 
predefined service quality? From Table 5 we learn that today we do not have the required support to 
address that most fundamental question of service assurance. 

Perhaps the best way to directly measure end user service quality is to introduce a technology geared 
towards answering this specific question and providing precisely the required data outputs. Meet active 
testing and monitoring. 

Active testing and monitoring tests services on the data plane and on all network layers, from Layer 2 to 
Layer 7. It is also able to test from an end-user perspective, providing direct, real-time insights into how 
your customers are experiencing the service. Adding this to the service assurance stack completes the 
data landscape, as illustrated in Figure 3 below. As appears from this figure, active testing and 
monitoring adds a new dimension of service-level data which is strongly correlated with end user 
perceived service quality. 
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Figure 3 Service assurance systems as categorized by relevant questions answered by system data outputs. Source: 
Netrounds. 

With the data available from active testing and monitoring, we can extend the service assurance data 
table with a new row (compare Table 2): 

Table 6 Service assurance data outputs augmented with active test and monitoring data 

System Source Kind Context 

Fault 
management 

Management plane Alarms, lower level events, log 
items 

Device, server, application 

Performance 
management 

Management plane Resource PM counters, limited 
service counters 

Device, server, application, 
resource-oriented services 

Passive probes Control and data 
plane 

Network payload Protocols 

Active 
measurements 

Data plane Synthetic user traffic Service 

Inventory 
system 

Manual processes, 
discovery 

Static service and resource 
metadata 

Device, service 

Trouble ticket 
system 

Manual processes Ticket states and times Resolution process 

Active testing and monitoring provides direct answers to the relevant questions of service quality 
compliance without the need for Big Data and AI; therefore, we can refer to this data as Small Data. The 
Small Data outputs from active testing and monitoring include the outcomes of service tests and SLA 
status values. Small Data provides the relevant, real-time service KPIs from Layer 2 to Layer 7, measured 
from the customer perspective. This directly enables proactive service monitoring and supports 
troubleshooting processes with relevant insights into the problem location and layer. 
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Small Data provides direct value as explicit answers to the critical service assurance questions, as 
demonstrated above, but Small Data can also drastically improve the quality and relevance of the input 
data for Big Data and AI projects. 

If you can measure service quality directly, why would you try to reverse-engineer it from noisy and 
incomplete data pulled from the resource layer? 

With this active, service-layer data available, Big Data and AI can accomplish much more. Having both 
resource and service data means that we can obtain accurate service KPIs, as well as the corresponding 
resource states. This in turn enables Big Data and AI techniques to do correlations across layers: a 
training algorithm can match lower-level 
resource metrics with the corresponding service 
metrics. This enables, for example, root-cause 
analytics and troubleshooting processes. 

Without the availability of service KPIs, on the 
other hand, the training data set needed to 
accomplish the above is absent. The idea that 
service information can magically appear from a 
resource-focused data lake is nothing but a “free 
lunch” delusion. 

While on the subject of service assurance and Small Data, we would be remiss if we did not also broach 
the topic of passive probing, since this technique may arguably also have the ability to provide Small 
Data. However, there are several problems with this technique. Firstly, as encryption is getting more 
common, it is becoming increasingly difficult for passive probes to analyze and interpret the captured 
traffic. Secondly, the level of investment needed for passive probing to keep pace with the exponential 
growth of the data plane is no longer justifiable in business terms. Passive probing was initially 
conceived for monitoring of the control plane only (in legacy networks 20–25 years ago). With the 
transition to all-IP networks, which has occurred over the last 10–15 years, passive probes have 
struggled to effectively provide value for data plane monitoring as well. Active testing is a much simpler 
and cost-effective solution for this need. 

8   The Industry’s Response to Service Assurance Needs 

Heavy Reading conducted an NFV Service Assurance and Analytics research study with over 100 
operators worldwide in October 2017 [8]. The research was undertaken by Heavy Reading Senior Analyst 
Sandra O’Boyle, who focuses on CEM and Network Analytics. 

Now that we have thoroughly defined and discussed service assurance in relation to analytics, Big Data, 
and various AI and Deep Learning practices, we would like to compare our own findings with those of 
the Heavy Reading survey, reflecting the industry’s views on what is needed to satisfy the fundamental 
goals of service assurance. 

One survey question asked the respondents to rate the value of various aspects of integrated NFV 
assurance solutions. See Table 7. 

Table 7 Heavy Reading survey question: How valuable would the following aspects of integrated NFV assurance 
solutions be to your company? 

Characteristic of integrated NFV assurance solution High 
value (%) 

Medium 
value (%) 

Low 
value (%) 

Real-time in-line processing analytics, telemetry streaming, event 
and faults correlation layer 

72 24 4 

If you can measure service quality 
directly, why would you try to reverse-
engineer it from noisy and incomplete 
data pulled from the resource layer? 
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Characteristic of integrated NFV assurance solution High 
value (%) 

Medium 
value (%) 

Low 
value (%) 

Active testing and monitoring as a VNF provisioned automatically by 
an orchestrator 

62 34 4 

Unified performance monitoring across service, network and telco 
cloud layers 

59 35 6 

Ability to measure application response times in real time and 
automate remediation 

52 38 10 

Automated prioritization and suggested fixes from AI for faults 
based on predicted customer impact 

47 43 11 

Ability to go back to a point-in-time to visually replay network 
route/service quality/faults etc. 

46 44 11 

Active testing complementing passive monitoring metrics (e.g., 
OpenStack) 

46 51 4 

In the context of this paper we can make the following observations: 

§   The option assigned “high value” by the largest proportion of respondents was “real-time in-line 
processing analytics, telemetry streaming, event and faults correlation layer”. We question whether 
this option does in fact have the highest ROI or whether the service assurance industry is stuck in 
the fault management mindset. Using these systems to correlate device statistics and resource-layer 
metrics cannot accurately reflect service quality as experienced by end customers. It may be time to 
start measuring and prioritizing alarms from the customer perspective instead. 

§   Active testing and monitoring is also given a particularly high value, especially when automated and 
driven by an NFV orchestrator. This reflects the industry’s eagerness to increase the level of 
programmability and automation in their networks. 

Another survey question concerned the importance of active monitoring in relation to various activities. 
See Table 8 for the responses. 

Table 8 Heavy Reading survey question: How important is active monitoring to the following elements? 

Element Essential (%) Important, but not 
essential (%) 

Not important 
(%) 

Service quality management 66 32 2 

Troubleshooting of customer-impacting issues 65 34 1 

Service provisioning/validation 57 40 3 

Dynamic SLA management 55 39 6 

End-to-end KPI measurement 53 39 8 

Remote troubleshooting 49 43 8 

Customer experience management 49 46 5 

Automation of service lifecycle assurance 41 51 8 

Programmable tests 36 52 12 
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The result shows that the industry understands that active testing and monitoring and the Small Data 
these systems can provide are fundamental for effective service quality management and 
troubleshooting. 

The final question we will discuss is, “How do you think your company’s spending will change over the 
next two years for the following service assurance tools and systems?” 

 

Figure 4 Heavy Reading survey question: How do you think your company’s spending will change over the next two 
years for the following service assurance tools and systems? 

It comes as no surprise that most spending is planned for Big Data and AI. We see from the results that 
investments will also increase for virtual test agents, which will address the need for Small Data. 

As a final word on the above spending forecast, service providers can look to optimize their investments 
by prioritizing them from an ROI and technology maturity perspective.  
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9   Conclusion 

This white paper has scrutinized the promises made by Big Data and AI systems within the context of 
service assurance. While Big Data and AI technologies are sound theoretical and engineering tools, there 
are currently unreasonable expectations that these tools will be a cure-all or provide a free-lunch 
method of constructing a proactive, service-oriented assurance solution out of the box. The service 
assurance solutions currently available on 
the market lack relevant input data, 
especially accurate service KPIs. The 
availability of additional resource-oriented 
data will not affect the availability of 
relevant service data. In fact, correlating 
lower-level resource-oriented data in order 
to infer higher-level service quality data is a 
layer violation which is known to hamper 
Big Data Analytics. 

By contrast, with the introduction of active testing and monitoring, service providers can use “Small 
Data” to obtain high-quality service level data: 

1.   As an input to Big Data and AI projects. 

2.   To directly address the primary goals of service assurance: 

a.   Proactively pinpoint, diagnose and resolve quality degradations before subscribers are impacted, 
as well as minimizing service downtime. 

b.   Meet and assure a predefined service quality level. 

One could compare finding the relevant data within a Big Data lake for answering the fundamental 
service assurance questions to finding needles in a haystack. To find those needles, you must comb 
through a haystack, hoping that the relevant data has in fact been added at some point and also willing 
to spend both significant costs and time resources to search – only with Big Data and AI, that haystack 
also continues to grow larger and larger. 

By contrast, Small Data, obtained through active testing and monitoring, presents you directly with a 
pertinent handful of needles, bypassing the Big Data requirements as well as resource-hungry data 
lakes. 
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